THEOREM 1. Let G be a graph with X > 3. A necessary and sufficient condition that f = X is that there exist a set S C V with \S\ = X and i(S)
>
3). (c) 77zer6 is an arc in G joining s n m to s Q p with no interior vertex in S if and only if m -p or n -q.
We shall say that G is of Type I, II, or III according as conditions I, II, or III are satisfied. The simplest representations of these three types are shown in Figure 1. If H C G where \V(H)\ > n and if a Ç F -F(i7), then a family of arcs {^4i[a, bi] : i = 1, . . . , n] is said to radiate from a to H if Ai C\ H = {&*} and ^4^ P\ yl^ = {a} for i, j = 1, . . . , n and i ^ j. Each A t is said to wee/ H at Z>*.
Preliminaries. If H is a subgraph of G, written H C.G, then V(H) denotes the vertex set of H. If U C V, then G(U) denotes the section subgraph of G with vertex set U. Thus i(U) is the number of components in G(V -U).
An immediate corollary to a special case of another result by G. A. Dirac (2, Theorem I) is stated without proof: LEMMA 
Let Hbe a subgraph of G with \V(H)\ > \(G).Leta G V -V(H).
Then there is a family of X arcs radiating from a to H.
The sufficiency proofs.
For Theorem 1. Let S -{si, . . . , S\} be a subset of F with i(S) > X + 1, and choose vertices ci, . . . , C\+i from distinct components of G(V -S). Any arc A [ct, Cj] must contain at least one member of S as an interior vertex. But a cycle Z C G which contained ci, . . . , Cx+i would be the union of X + 1 such arcs A having no interior vertices in common. Hence, f < X. By (1.1), f = X.
For Theorem 2. If G is of Type 1, the proof is precisely that of Theorem I for X = 2. 4. The necessity proofs. Proof. By symmetry, we may let i = X + 1. By (1.1), a cycle Z through Ci, . . . , c\ exists. Let Z be oriented and let the elements of C be renumbered if necessary so that by proceeding around Z in the positive sense from d, one encounters in order C\,.. . , C\. Let the family of arcs {Rj[c\ + i, sf\ : j = 1,. . . , X} radiate from cx+i to Z. By Lemma 4.1, the elements of 5 = {si, . . . , $x} may be renumbered so that Sj lies on Z(CJ, Cj+i) (j = 0, 1, . . . , X -1). (Throughout the proofs of the present lemma and of Theorem 1, whenever 0 or -1 appears as a subscript, it is to be read as X or X -1, respectively. Thus c 0 = c\, etc.)
Certain alterations in the cycle Z will now be made which do not alter the order in which Z passes through c\ [cx±i, s'] is then considered to be all of R p , and s' is renamed s p . We repeat this operation as many times as it is possible, i.e., as long as for some p = 0, . . . , X -1 there exist a vertex t and an arc Q as described above. Each time this operation is performed, the arc R p , for some p, is shortened. Hence, after some finite number, possibly zero, of these alterations, the required t and Q will no longer exist. Thus Z contains in order 
is a cycle, by (4.3) and (4.8), which contains C. Case 2. Suppose (4.9) holds for j = k but fails for j = i. Proceeding along Ri* from sS, let u be the first vertex of R* encountered. Since u lies on Ri*(d, s^), C is contained in the cycle 
